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BSPF NEWS
SPATA Builders Strike Gold At Chelsea
The Cancer
Research UK
Garden at RHS
Chelsea Flower
Show 2006
designed by Andy
Sturgeon, pool
designed and
constructed by the
London Swimming
Pool Company Ltd.
Photograph by
Allan Pollok-Morris.
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PATA members, The London
Swimming Pool Company Ltd from
Southfields, London, played a key role in
helping Cancer Research UK strike gold at
this year’s RHS Chelsea Flower Show UK.
Attracting extensive television and
Press interest, the infinity edge, 14 metre
x 2.5 metre swimming pool was designed
and built the pool in record time.
The theme of the garden, designed by
Andy Sturgeon, was Cancer Research UK’s
major cancer prevention campaign
Reduce Your Risk. It focused on the
benefits of home swimming as part of a
healthier lifestyle.
The turquoise blue, infinity-edged pool
was built to a bespoke design, complete
with hot tub and shaded pavilion. The
ambitious project was accomplished
successfully within a two week deadline,
reports Tony Line, Managing Director of
London Swimming Pool Company Ltd.
“The pool needed to have a mosaic tile
finish, to complement the garden design.
Nothing of this nature has been achieved

Under Starters
Orders
Plans are under way for the annual
gathering of SPATA and BISHTA
members that will see a change of
format this year.
The BSPF event will be held on
September 7 at Salisbury Racecourse.
Put the date in your diaries and look
out for more details in the very near
future.

before, within such a tight timescale.
“It was simply the toughest project we
have undertaken and nearly broke me,”
said an exhausted Tony. “Despite the
remarkable achievement, I would have to
say…never again!”
2006 has proved a remarkable year for
the company that is still celebrating after
scooping six awards and becoming the
top-performing team at this year’s SPATA
awards. Aside from winning the hugely
prestigious title of Pool Contractor of the
Year, the company won two Gold awards
and three certificates of Merit.

Georgian
Jewel Beckons
The historic
spa city of
Bath
provides a
glorious, as
well as
appropriate,
location for
this year’s
BSPF President’s weekend on 15 and 16
September.
It is the first time that this event has
been hosted by a BISHTA member – and
incoming President Stephen Crabb and
his wife Jenny are hoping for a record
turnout from both BISHTA and SPATA
members.
Guests will stay at the luxurious, five
star Bath Spa Hotel and enjoy the many
delights of this Georgian jewel of a city
– including the Roman Baths and
Museum of Costume – as well as a Black
Tie Dinner Dance.
For more information and bookings,
contact the BSPF office on 01264 356210.

Three Decades

 A winning team... from left to right, Chiswell’s
Bob and Jane Latham with the company’s
co-founders Roy and Gloria Harrison, and the
firm’s co-owner Glenn Ranger.
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uppliers, customers, family, friends - and the
local radio station – were among those who
joined SPATA/BISHTA member Chiswell Pools Ltd for
their 30th anniversary celebrations.
Founders Bob and Jane Latham marked the
company milestone in style at their spa and pool
showrooms in King’s Langley, Hertfordshire.
Bob Latham and his father Bill started out as
general builders. The swimming pool business was
established after they installed a Cascade pool in
their own garden, back in the 1960s.
Chiswell Pools was then established as a limited
company in 1976, when Bob and Jane Latham
joined forces with sales and marketing specialist Roy
Harrison and his wife Gloria. The two couples ran
the business together until Roy and Gloria retired
two years ago.
Long-serving employee Glenn Ranger
subsequently bought into the company as
Installations Director and now runs it alongside Jane
and Bob. Glenn has worked for the company for
more than 20 years. He is one of several longserving members of staff at this firm, which prides
itself on its ‘family’ atmosphere.
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